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Theories of structural phase transitions, applied to A-15 compounds, were proposed by Birman [7] and Gorkov [8] and discussed in [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In several compounds with the A-15 structure the phonons at the M point of the Brillouin zone become soft leading to lattice instability and eventually to a distortive phase transition [14] .
In recent years much attention has been directed to the Clebsch-Gordan (CG) coefficients of the crystallographic space group representations. In particular Birman et al. [15] [16] [17] [26, 27] and checked with an output of the computer program written for determining the reduction of the Kronecker products of the irreducible representations of crystallographic space groups [28, 29] .
The present paper deals with the problem of constructing basis functions for the representations which are contained in the Kronecker product of two irreducible space group representations. We computed the CG coefficients of the single-valued representations X x X, M x M and R x R for the space group Oh [30] . Berenson, Birman et al. [21, 22] have shown that the CG coefficients for representations of a space group can be calculated from the small irreducible representations dkl, dk' 1', dk"l" of the little wave vector groups [31] .
The block of CG coefficients for a = a' = (7" = 1 can be calculated from Here h is the order of the wave vector group of k" and the summation runs over i.e. the intersection of the wave vector groups of k, We transform by these space operations the small representations [26, 27] Thus in the summation in eq. (4) the ordered group elements in the first factor, transformed from dkl, are dkM (1, 3, 4, 2, 25, 27, 28, 26) , in the second factor, transformed from dk'l', are dkM (1, 4, 2, 3, 25, 28 , 26, 27) , and in the third factor, transformed from dk"l", are dkM (1, 2, 3, 4, 25, 26, 27, 28) . We perform summation on the right-hand side of eq. (4) and we obtain the U111 block of the CG coefficients.
The operations { ({J 1: 1 T_, } and { ok tk }, ok, 1 tk { ({Jk" k } calculated from the coset representatives of eq. (8) and from the wave vectors of eq. (9) and (10) Here the reduced matrix elements al" are constants independent of a, a' and a".
The Clebsch-Gordan i.e. vector coupling coefficients by their definition enable one to obtain the correct symmetry adapted bilinear combinations of functions and thus permit one to make explicit use of symmetry of the problem.
